1976 TOURS
INDIA & CEYLON . . . PANAMA . . .
BELIZE, GUATEMALA & COSTA RICA
COLOMBIA . . . CALIFORNIA . . .
TEXAS . . . FLORIDA . . . MINNESOTA
. . . WASHINGTON . . . NEW GUINEA
. . . ETHIOPIA . . . ZAMBIA . . . OUR
TOUR OF THE YEAR WILL VISIT PERU.

Our tour leaders include such outstanding
birders as Ben King, Ted Parker, Dan
Gibson, Terry Hall, John Edscom, Terry
Wahl, Steve West, Bob Janssen, Dora
Weyer, Steve Hilty, Rich Stallcup and Jim
Tucker.

Birders with experience who have taken
other tours praise BIRD BONANZAS' tours
as the best:

"I've been on several organized tours in
the past and yours far and away sur­
passed the others for showing the birds
and showing them well. Virtually all the
birds were seen by all the group and
really seen to one's satisfaction for good
delist identification. The leadership was
superb and the group was most congenial
and eager."  
Dr. Robert Pittell,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

"I took a fair number of birding tours
with other agencies before I took my
first BIRD BONANZAS tour in January,
1974. Since then I have taken five BIRD
BONANZAS tours. They consistently find
more birds than the others, and I recom­
end them to enthusiastic birders."  
Norman Chesterfield
Wheatley, Ontario

If you have an enthusiastic interest in birds,
there is no better way to see them than on
a BIRD BONANZAS tour.

For information write —
BIRD BONANZAS, INC.
12550 Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 501
North Miami, Florida 33181

Bird Bonanzas
TOUR OF THE YEAR 1976
PERU
June 4 — July 2, 1976

Will this be the most fantastic birding
tour ever? Tour leader Ted Parker thinks
it will. Ted feels that 700 species are pos­
sible on this tour, including a great number
of spectacular and exotic species, some
only recently discovered and known by
only a couple specimens.

This will not be the ordinary nature tour
to Peru, but a unique adventure designed
for avid birders who want to see as much
as possible when they take a birding trip.
We will visit every conceivable habitat
from Amazonian rainforest to tundra high
in the Andes, from arid desert to open
ocean. The group will be limited to a small
number of participants, so that each person
will have the opportunity to see all the
birds.

It is a known fact, even conceded by
many of our rival agencies, that BIRD BO­
NANZAS' Tour of the Year has been the
finest ornithological tour each year. If
you've missed the others, you have no idea
how spectacular a birding tour can be.

Would you like to know more about it?

For additional details write:
BIRD BONANZAS, INC.
12550 Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 501
North Miami, Florida 33181